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Abstract
Number and quantities of reference standards (RS) needed for the quality control of drugs are increasing, bringing great pressure to the calibration and using company. This manuscript summarized the four generations for the development of RS including physical RS, paper atlas, substitute
RS and electronic databases. The advantages and disadvantages of each generation were summarized. The concept of digital RS (DRS) was proposed based on this, and summed up the definition,
advantages, and technical architecture of DRS. The 10 characteristics of five aspects of the DRS
were discussed including digital, multi-dimension, big data, cloud computing, internet, internet of
things, sharing, multi-terminal, intelligence, and compliance certification. Then, the necessity of
its formation and application in the medicine holistic quality control of internet plus era was discussed in this manuscript.
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1. Introduction
Quality control is an important part of drug development and production including character, identification, test,
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and assay. These items cannot be carried out without reference standard (RS), which has a definite characteristic
or value, used for determining the potency, quality or purity of a drug, and also used for correcting test apparatus
and method. These standards include RS for the test of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM), chemicals, biological products, and pharmaceutical excipients (PE) [1]-[3]. At present, types and quantities of RS needed for
the quality control of drugs are increasing, bringing great pressure to the calibration and using company. For
example, multi-component analysis of TCM requires several chemical RS (CRS), but the RS are difficult to purify, with high prices, unstable, toxic or have security risk. To carry out the test of the related substance of
chemical drugs requires several impurity RS, but the synthesis of them is difficult with high cost of usage. There
are many kinds of pesticide RS of high toxic, unstable, and even many varieties have been discontinued [1]-[11].
These problems greatly affect the provision and use of RS. To solve these problems, researchers have proposed and developed a variety of RS as follows: 1) integration of the data in the literature to draw a set of paper
maps for reference (but this set is not convenient to query and slow updates, and sharing degree is not high)
[12]-[16]; 2) substitute RS, often using one RS for qualitative analysis (using the relative retention time method)
and multiple components for quantitative analysis (using the relative correction factor method). This method is
often used in the testing of related substances in chemical medicine and multi-component analysis of TCM [17][34]; and 3) the paper map combining with the computer technology to form an electronic database (offline or
online version), which can be shared and referred with the data. However, the current database intelligent degree
is not high. Most of them are the isolated database in fragmentation. Data format is not unified. The internet
function is imperfect. These reduce the utilization of achievements in scientific researches and hinder the international collaboration and sharing information [35]-[53].
In this manuscript, the development of RS was reviewed. The problems present in the forms of existing RS
such as physical and alternative RS, paper map set, and electronic database were discussed. Based on this and
combined with internet plus and big data technology, the concept, related characteristics, and technical architecture of digital RS (DRS) were put forward. Digitizing the drug RS not only can reduce the preparation and calibration of physical RS, the waste of resource and environmental pollution to save the cost, but also can provide
more comprehensive and interrelated information in the systematic and standardized form to achieve intelligent
search, big data storage, and internet sharing purposes [54]. DRS provide a new idea and method for the development of RS and quality control of drug.

2. The Development of the RS
2.1. Physical RS
Physical RS is RS in kind and is used as reference in most of the current items in drug quality control.
2.1.1. “Chinese Pharmacopoeia (ChP)” Supporting Physical RS
RS for the test of Chinese medicine mean RS that used in verification of medicinal herbs (including prepared),
extract, and Chinese Patent Medicines including CRS, herbal RS (HRS), extractive RS (ERS), and residual RS
(Figure 1). ChP first received the CRS of Chinese medicine in version 1985, for example, Eugenol RS is used in
the identification of medicinal herbs clove [4]. HRS refers to the originally clear, with accurate parts, and high
quality Chinese medicinal herb powder [2]. For example, ChP first used the rhubarb HRS in the identification of
rhubarb in version 1985 [4]. HRS is China’s first and characteristics of RS form. It retains all the ingredients of
the herb and the powder characteristics with wide usage. ERS refers to the mixture containing a variety of main
effective components or indicators prepared by the specific extraction process [2]. For example, ChP first used
rose essential oil in the identification of xianlianpian in version 2005 [5]. In addition, residue RS and work substance are included, and are mainly used for heavy metals, pesticides, and aflatoxin test. For example, aflatoxin
mixed standard and 22 kinds of organic chlorine mixed control solutions [6] are used to test aflatoxin for Chenpi,
Pang Dahai in ChP first chapter of version 2015.
RS for chemical drugs refer to national RS having single component, composition or mixed composition that
used to test antibiotics, chemical, biochemical, and radioactive drugs as well as instrument calibration.
Figure 2 is the statistician of RS for TCM and pharmaceutical chemicals (PC) in calendar edition of ChP.
Among them, HRS and CRS for TCM part refers to the review by Lingyun Ma et al. [7]. PC part refers to calendar edition of pharmacopoeia appendix. The number and types of ChP RS in version 2015 are shown (Figure
3).
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Figure 1. Types of reference standards used in Traditional Chinese Medicine.

Figure 2. The number and growth of ChP reference standards (excluding
BRS). (X coordinate: Year; Y coordinate: Number of species).

Figure 3. Number and types of ChP reference standard (2015).

The biological reference standard (BRS) including vaccines, antibodies, and serum diagnostic reagents, et al.
refers to that extracted and purified from an organism and used in the determination of biological potency, activity, concentration, and content and other related testing for biological products. Diphtheria toxin was officially
recognized as the first international BRS in 1922 [55]. Fifty-two types of BRS were collected in 2015 version of
ChP [3]. Because of earlier pharmacopoeia version had not listed catalogue varieties of BRS or verification of
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biological products all referred to “Chinese Requirements for Biological Products” [8]. There is no statistics here.
2015 edition of ChP first separated the PE to inductive branch. Additionally, a large amount of RS was used
for identification, test, and determination of PE quality control. For example, lactide-co-glycolide (PLGA)
(50:50) (for injection) used polystyrene molecular weight control products for the test of molecular weight distributions [3].
2.1.2. RS Used in Foreign Pharmacopoeia
Mainly responsible for the establishment and management of drug RS internationally are the European Directorate for Quality Medicines (EDQM), United States Pharmacopoeia (USP), Laboratory of the Government Chemist
(LGC), and Public Book Association of Japan.
Around the world, more than 50 countries use the European Pharmacopoeia (EP) RS including CRS (for natural and chemical medicine), HRS, ERS, BRS, and standard spectra (non-physical RS). Among them, 2422
kinds are CRS. They are mainly used for content determination, impurity, and system suitability test, and peak
location (Figure 4). Other uses including identification, microbial content determination, chromatographic behavior tests and verification, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), impurity test, and chemical identification [9].
Early American RS used were mainly biological complex substances such as pepsin (1936) and cod liver oil
(1942). In the past few decades, analysis methods gradually changed from direct to the instrument analysis.
Number of USP RS has increased significantly (Figure 5). This shows that the demand for RS is enormous in
era of instrument analysis. In USP current version (USP 38), six kinds of RS are collected including CRS, HRS,
ERS, BRS, residual solvent RS, and standard micrographs. Among them, 3427 kinds are CRS. They are mainly
used for content determination, test for related substances and impurities, identification, and system suitability
test after classified refinement per the use (Figure 6). Other uses including melting point determination and resolution test [10] [11].
It has been noticed that the EP collected 127 standard spectrums of 127 kinds of substances, and the USP collected six standard micrographs. This means that the drug multi-dimensional information would be used as RS
in quality control.

Figure 4. Number and types of EP reference standards (2015).

Figure 5. Number and increase of USP reference standards. (X coordinate:
Year; Y coordinate: Number of species).
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Figure 6. Number and types of USP reference standards (2015).

In summary, the development of RS for various countries has the following characteristics: 1) variety of different characteristics. EP and USP are mainly controlled by CRS; whereas China has characteristic HRS and 16%
of RS in ChP, relatively higher than others. 2) The number is gradually increasing. At present, each country has
2000 to 3500 kinds of RS. Owing to the different entries of drugs in different countries, and different definition
of several types of RS, there is no comparability between the numbers of different countries’ pharmacopoeia RS.
From above analysis, it has been noticed that quantity oriented driving mode is challenged due to difficulty in
synthesis and preparation, and high cost of usage. Hence, the appearance of new mode for RS is in urgent need.

2.2. Paper Atlas
Some characteristic data and information of a series of physical RS are compiled to be a paper atlas. Though
these maps are tool books, it can be used for comparison and reference, so with the attributes of RS.
In some countries or regions directly compiled the maps into text. For example, “Hong Kong Chinese Materia
Medica Standards” collected the characteristic and microscopic structure of corresponding medicinal herbs in
each theory (Figure 7) [12]. Similarly, EP compiled standard spectra of 127 kinds of substances. USP also compiled six standard micrographs. China often adopts the way of publishing pharmacopoeia matching books. For
example, ChP Commission publishes the “Atlas of Infrared Spectra of drugs”, “Atlas of TLC Color pictures of
Chinese Crude Drugs for Chinese Pharmacopoeia”, and “An Illustrated Handbook on Microscopic Identification
of Chinese Crude Drugs for Chinese Pharmacopoeia” [13]-[15]. In addition, there are several third party published map atlas, tool books, and documents. For example, the Sadtler research laboratory in US has published a
large spectral atlas “Sadtler Reference Spectra Collections” since 1967. It has been widely used in the international including standard IR (two sets of prism and grating), ultra violet (UV), and NMR hydrogen spectrum.
From 1976, began to collect NMR carbon spectrum [16].
The paper atlas and its development have the following characteristics: 1) easy to use, cost effective, and the
map is more intuitive and specific; and 2) mainly used for qualitative analysis, but quantitative analysis is its
short board. 3) The paper atlas is inconvenient for carrying and query. On the other hand, update is slow. 4) The
paper atlas is adopted widely in many countries. Its types and numbers continue to increase. However, still it has
faced with challenge of digitization.

2.3. Substitute RS
Substitute RS refers to a method for qualitative and quantitative determination of another one or more components to be measured by one or a few physical RS using several constant Eigen values and algorithms. In consideration of the ERS can replace several CRS [17], therefore classified as a substitute RS.
At present, the widely accepted qualitative method is the relative retention time, and the quantitative method
is the relative correction factor. The above methods have been used in pharmacopoeia of many countries, and
widely used in related substance test of PC, Chinese medicine feature, fingerprint map, and multi-component
determination [18]-[29].
In addition, qualitative analysis include new methods such as linear calibration using two RS (LCTRS) [30],
ERS, and UV-visible spectrum [31] [32], and mass spectrometry (MS). The LCTRS method is shown in Figure
8 [30]. The standard retention time is used as a benchmark value of prediction. Linear relationship is used as a
basic algorithm to predict the retention time. These predictions have a great practical value and application
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Figure 7. Microscopic characteristics example of seventh Hong Kong Chinese Material Medicinal Standards (Aconiti Kusnezoffii Radix).

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of LCTRS method.
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prospects. Quantitative methods include ERS and quantitative structure-ion intensity relationship strategy
(QSIIR, suitable for MS detector) [33] [34]. QSIIR is also a new method, which provides a new way of thinking
for alternative RS by establishing the quantitative linear relationship between the composition structure and relative ion intensity factor.
Alternative RS method has the following characteristics: 1) reduce the use of physical RS and testing cost; 2)
there are some new technologies and methods, but only the relative retention time, correction factor, and ERS
method are collected into the pharmacopoeia, and the practicability of other methods remains to be explored; 3)
the accuracy and repeatability of relative retention time method collected from pharmacopoeia remain to be improved and need further research; and 4) paper atlas mainly provides qualitative features, this method can also
provide quantitative characteristics.
Alternative RS is an effective way to solve the problem of physical RS, and it is worth popularizing. The future development direction for qualitative aspects is as follows: 1) the characteristic value and the algorithm are
written into software. 2) Varieties of technique are combined.

2.4. Electronic Database
The electronic database can be regarded as the digital form of the paper atlas including the early database with
less data, simple function and new one with more information and functions.
Early database includes organic compounds MS information MassBank [35], plant metabolites chromatography (GC)/MS information database: Golm metabolome database [36], and chromatographic column recommendation system for antibiotics in 2005 edition ChP antibiotic.CN [37]. With the deepening of the research work,
analysts integrated databases with internal links. Later, the new database has many advantages in functional diversity, data storage, and quantity comparing to the early database (Table 1). The quantity of data of the two types
of databases is just a relative amount. Some publicly available database and their functions are listed in Table 2.
Electronic database is a software form of RS, which has following characteristics: 1) retains the intuition of
comparison of image based paper atlas, also has the advantage of automation, and query convenient. 2) Existing
problems of uniform data format, less data dimension, not great enough data quantity, weak online sharing, and
intelligent computing function. It is still in the primary stage of digitization of RS.

3. DRS
3.1. Definition of DRS
The concept of DRS for pharmaceutical analysis is first proposed by the author in the view of the existing problems and shortcomings, combining with the current development trend of information, intelligence, and internet
plus in the world. DRS are a kind of digital, data, internet, and intelligent form of RS. DRS is used for the qualitative and quantitative test of drugs instead of RS. It is a multi-dimensional database and intelligent computing
software, especially online sharing platform, and conforms to certain specification.

3.2. Characteristics of DRS
Compared with the current compound database or software, the DRS have more abundant connotation and function. The 10 characteristics of five aspects of the DRS are discussed as follows: first is information, which is the
inner form of DRS; second one is cloud, which is the database of DRS; third is the network, which is the communication bridge between DRS; fourth is the end, which is carrier interaction of DRS; and fifth is the norm,
which is the quality assurance of DRS. The following details of each feature are combined in Figure 9.
Table 1. Comparison of the characteristics of the new type and the early database.
Database

Data storage mode

Database functions

Data types

Data quantity

Early stage

Mostly CD rom or remote
connection machine

Simple query

Single

Less

Web

Including query,
comparison, calculation,
and other functions

Related multi-dimensional
information, but mostly
in literature type, and
inconvenient for
statistical analysis

More perfect

New type
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Table 2. Examples for new databases.
Database name

Data contents

Functions

Sadtler IR [38]

Collection of 259,000 pieces of IR spectrum including
polymers, pure organic compounds, industrial chemicals,
dye pigments, drugs and illegal narcotic drugs, fiber and
textiles, spices and flavor, food additives, pesticides and
agricultural products, monomer, important pollutants,
multi alcohols, and organic silicon.

Spectrum retrieval, at the same time,
display information on composition,
chemical and physical properties, sample
sources, classification, and structure
of the compound.

Madison metabolomics
consortium [39]

NMR, MS, molecular weight of isotope isomer, chemical
shift of experience and calculated values, the name,
structure, physical, and chemical properties of the
metabolites for >19,700 compounds.

Different ways of retrieval such as
structure, NMR, MS, data statistics,
and site related links.

NCI [40]

Collection of 250,250 compounds for query.

Different ways of retrieval such as name,
CAS number, and molecular mass range,
anti-HIV activity, LogP, and compound
structure, and multi format output.

EDCs [41]

More than 600 kinds of 3-dimentional structure of
endocrine disrupting substances including molecular
name, structural characteristics, drug efficacy, and
toxicology information.

Multi ways and similarity retrieval such
as 2, 3-dimentional molecular structure
download, statistical analysis diagram,
and related links.

NIST mass spectral
library [42]

Collection of 64,000 pieces of mass spectra

Mass data query, comparison,
and analysis of spectra.

MetaCYC [43]

Metabolic pathway database including genes,
proteins, compounds, reaction, pathways,
and other information.

Basic, advanced, and cross biological
search, data comparison and analysis,
statistical analysis, and other functions.

Waters UNIFI scientific
information system [44]

Chromatography, MS, data management and laboratory
work flow integration platform including seven solution,
biopharmaceutical, forensic toxicology screening,
identification of metabolites, natural products,
pesticide screening, regulatory compliance
bioanalysis, and screening platform.

Including data collection, processing,
browsing, report generation, and
configurable regulatory compliance tool.

GC/MS library including >300 kinds of chemical synthetic
Compatible with ChemStation and
drugs and its metabolite spectrum diagram, >500 kinds of
chemical synthetic drug recent metabolites. GC/MS/MS MassHunter software using Agilent personal
Aglient Technologies GC/MS,
compounds database (PCD) or PCD and
MRM MassHunter database in EI or CI mode, chemical
LC/MS chemical synthetic
library for fast implementation screening
synthetic drug collection. The LC/MS library contains
drug storehouse [45]
method, and screening the new chemical
the forensic/toxicology precision quality database of
synthetic drugs.
9000 compounds, and accurate MS/MS spectrum
library of 3000 compounds.

Thermo Fisher spectrum [46]

Including Aldrich, forensic analysis, polymer,
Raman, sigma biochemical, gas phase,
and impurity spectrum.

A large number of spectral information
of compounds is collected for query.

Metabolic enzymes in yeast
LC/MS/MS MRM [47]

Database has 3584 pairs of MRM ions including 13C
labeled isotope, containing the 1792 pairs of MRM ions
of 498 peptides produced by enzymatic hydrolysis
from 228 enzymes of budding yeast.

Can analyze the 228 kinds of primary
metabolism related enzyme from enzymatic
hydrolysis of the pancreatic polypeptide
of budding yeast.

Smart MRM database of
poison version [48]

This database covers 1200 MRM channels of 201 forensic
and toxicology related compounds. These compounds
include drug abuse, psychotropic drugs, pharmaceuticals,
and pesticides. The database collected retention index
of compound, MRM channel, collision energy,
and ion ratio correlation information.

High selectivity detection based on MRM,
automatically create best MRM method,
and collect SCAN/MRM modes at the
same time combined with “GC/MS
database of poison version”.
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Continued
ChEBI [49]

A large number of active small molecule compounds
including atoms, molecules, ions, ion pair free radical,
and free radical ion.

Basic and advanced search, multi
format data download, and a variety
of analysis tools.

Dictionary of natural
products [50]

Chemical, physical, and biological properties,
system nomenclature and generic names,
reference, structure diagrams, and related
forms of compound molecules.

Multi-channel retrieval such as chemical
name, molecular formula, CAS number,
whole paper, melting, and boiling point.

Chem-TCM [51]

More than 12,000 compound records including >350
kinds of medicinal plants, containing information
of chemical, botany, molecular targets, category
of TCM, and expected activity.

Multi-channel retrieval, sort, result filter,
and database subset creation.

New Drug Oriented
Development System of
Chinese Medicine [52]

Two-thousand disease names, 180,000 prescriptions of
TCM, 9000 kinds of TCM, 25,000 (15,520 structures)
compounds, and >1700 target proteins of 147 kinds
of diseases.

Retrieval and a variety of
statistical analysis.

Chinese Medicinal Meterial
Images Database [53]

Including characteristics and partial microscopic
identification of >420 kinds of commonly used TCM,
and detailed description and comparison are done in
a graphical way. At the same time, information as
the sources of medicinal plants, the main origin,
character, quality characteristics, and the
effectiveness are recorded.

Supporting many types of retrieval as
the medicine, Latin, English, the original
plant and animal name, and effectiveness.

Figure 9. Characteristic of digital reference standards.
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1) Digital
Digital is the inevitable development trend of RS, is also the most basic feature of DRS.
2) Multi-dimension
Different dimension refers to different physical, chemical, and biological characteristics contained of physical
RS in the DRS or information reflecting these features. The former is called A class dimension, the latter is
called B class dimension. The molecular structure, melting point, optical rotation value, and IR spectrum information of chemical monomer belongs to A class dimension. Speckle characteristics and other information of
HRS in different developing conditions are classified into B class dimension. This information is the reflection
of ingredients and composition characteristics of this HRS in different conditions. DRS have a multi-dimensional structure. A high degree of internal connection among different dimension of data can be established by
information and computer science technology, therefore forming a comprehensive system of information network.
3) Big data
Currently, drug standard or electronic database usually give strict method and unique result for reference used
for one variety. This is a single (or small) sample collected “standard information” database. This is more appropriate for easy standardized analysis test or easy standardized instrument such as IR spectrum database or
standard National Institute of Standards and Technology library for GC/MS.
But some test results are affected by many complex factors. TLC identification method, for example, due to
the difficult to accurately control and repeat of the thin layer plate, temperature, humidity, and the expansion
condition “standard retention frequency value” specified in quality standard is difficult to repeat. Supporting
TLC map is the only results of the individual laboratory and weakens its reference role. The author believed that
the concept of big data could be used, that is, not to seek a standard value, but to collect the information (photos,
sketch map, and other information) in different conditions (in a certain range) into database. Similarly, high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), liquid chromatography-MS, and other databases of the corresponding RS can be established based on this method.
In addition to preserve the feature information, the big data can record the user login and other data. The data
can be used for user portrait, version improvement, and intelligent recommendation.
4) Cloud computing
When DRS are really built and placed into use, would face huge amounts of data and search request. Therefore, the cloud computing is an inevitable choice. But this technique needs to pay attention to the problem of
data security.
5) Internet
DRS is not a localized program, but a server and client system are connected through the internet. This would
be conducive to immediate use and rapid update for the system as well as the technical support of the sharing
and intelligence of DRS.
6) Internet of things
Through a uniform interface and data interchange format, DRS can connect to a variety of instrument analysis
such as laboratory information management system, electronic laboratory notebook, and electronic quality
management system and transfer, and process raw data directly.
7) Sharing
To reduce the repeated research, improve the utilization of research results, DRS need to introduce information sharing mechanism. The user can apply it for deletion or amendment, but need to review and certify the
sharing information. In addition, corresponding incentive sharing mechanisms are also need to be established.
8) Personal computer and application version
Mobile phones, tablet computers, and other mobile devices have gone deep into every corner of the modern
life and work. To adapt to the technology of the trend, the DRS also has two versions namely the personal computer software and the mobile application.
9) Intelligence
The current digital projects are often a browsing database with simple query function. The author thought that
the real DRS should be a program of combination of database and artificial intelligence (especially machine
learning techniques). It has a powerful search engine, pattern recognition, and other computing functions. The
next step may use virtual and augmented reality technology. This would play a great role in the display of characteristics of TCM herbs.
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10) Certification and compliance
The DRS must conform to the requirements of the regulations as physical RS. Hence, it is necessary to review
the data uploaded by the qualified institutions per relevant standards, to ensure the authenticity, reliability, and
accuracy of the data.

3.3. Design of DRS
DRS include big data, intelligent analysis, platform client, identity authentication, and system service subsystems. The system design is shown in Figure 10.
1) Big data subsystem. The subsystem is the core information source of DRS application platform, comprising
all the spectroscopies, MS and NMR spectroscopy database, relevant TLC, HPLC, and GC sample graph database as well as Chinese crude drug information database of each RS.
The subsystem design philosophy fully embodies the idea of big data: the information of one RS would include data results from different sources and equipment brand. With the rolling accumulation of sample data, hit
rate of database searching and reliability of results would be increased to a maximum extent.
2) Intelligent analysis subsystem. The subsystem is the core application layer of DRS application platform. It
is designed for the cross-libraries joint matching of compound spectra of user input (similarity retrieval), and
further gives qualitative identification in sample spectra (prediction of the retention time). The new technology
includes spectra column positive and negative list based on big data, “LCTRS”, retention time correction method. To realize the top design requirements of daily test work using DRS instead of TRS.
The subsystem would use artificial intelligence technology, through a variety of instruments analysis data
pre-treatment techniques and stoichiometry algorithms, to match, compare, and analyze the data and spectrum in

Figure 10. System design of digital reference standards.
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the database of user’s input or search. Then present the details in the form of graphs. As per the needs of users,
can sort and filter for the results of the hit. The subsystem uses the high throughput parallel computing method
and would continuously improve and expand its application function per the user feedback.
3) Platform client subsystem. The client platform would fully take into account of the powerful data analysis
and processing function of PC computer, and the flexible and convenient advantages of mobile terminal APP.
Between them, the client PC is superior in terms of professional operation, and could be mainly used for data
upload, analysis and processing as well as editing and auditing management functions; however, the mobile
phone APP would focus on the realization of the query, retrieval, and other convenient access of the database.
4) Identity authentication system. The system is for facilitating the management and development of digital
sharing service of DRS platform. Users need authorization can login DRS platform after digital authentication.
After the registration, users can upload data, share data computing and database retrieval, and use other functions immediately.
The user with the identity of administrator can participate in validation, audit, and other management of uploaded data. User with unauthorized identity can achieve the function of query, browse, and part of analysis.
5) System service subsystem. The subsystem provides the system level underlying application services for the
server and client for the whole DRS platform. The services include big data parallel cloud computing, cloud
storage, authentication, user management, database access, analytical instruments universal data interface technology, and stoichiometry algorithm library.

3.4. The Significance for Bringing This New Idea DRS
It is of great improtance to put forward the new concept of DRS. On one hand, the propose of the new concept
has opened up a new way of thinking to solve the RS related problems. This idea will be the origin of DRS and
researchers can continue innovating and researching along this new thought and work together to establish DRS,
thus breaking the bottleneck of the use of RS and bringing convenience to the holistic quality control of drugs.
One the other hand, the propose of the new idea can cause more attention to the current RS using problems.
Reachers will not only deal with the problems referring to the DRS idea, but also consider to find new ideas to
solve the problems.

4. Conclusion and Prospect
Over the past two decades, information technology and the internet had a huge impact on human society. It is a
major technological revolution after the industrial revolution. With the rapid development of information technology, pharmaceutical analysis changed from the classic analysis (chemical analysis) into the era of instrument
analysis, and development of RS has entered a new stage combined with information technology. The appearance and development of relevant software and electronic databases of drug analysis make physical RS and paper map become digital and sharing. This is the primary stage of digitization and intelligence of RS.
Now it is the era of internet plus, big data, artificial intelligence, and other trend are irresistible. The industry
workers need to have a profound understanding of these concepts, change the mode of thinking, and actively
embrace the application of these methods. For example, Professor Li Xiaogang forwarded the concept of “corrosion big data”, that is to establish a standardized database to conduct data modeling and the data image characterization of results. The Institute of Botany of the Chinese Academy of Sciences cooperated with Baidu and
their new technology can identify close-up pictures of 1000 kinds of common flowers, accuracy rate up to 80%.
Their new technology combines the massive pictures of plant image library and the deep learning technology
[54]. Similarly, drug analysis workers can and must use the concept of internet plus to solve the current problems in the use of RS. Compared with traditional RS, the using of digital form of RS has many advantages. On
one hand, the work of preparation and calibration of RS can be reduced, thus reducing the waste of resources,
environmental pollution and economizing the cost. On the other hand, the digital form of RS can provide more
comprehensive, inter-related information in a systematic, standardized form to achieve the purposes of intelligent search, big data storage and Internet sharing. DRS provides new ideas and methods for the development of
RS and drug quality control.
The DRS would gradually replace the physical RS. It is not only a software, but also a ecosystem to connect
user, analytical instruments, quality standard, and RS feature information.
It is the necessity for the development of pharmaceutical analysis and research for RS change from physical
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form, paper atlas, and substitute RS to electronic database, until the formation of a DRS. This is the inevitable
trend of the times. However, the establishment of DRS still needs several research works, and many technical
problems need to be discussed and solved. This manuscript put forward the concept, characteristics, and mode of
RS for reference and discussion. Of course, in future, all the RS have become digital existence, but a physical
library of RS may also be necessary.
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